
Quick & Easy Setup
Wireless sensors take minutes to install, and 

automated readings can be captured instantly 

and viewed in real time. Data is sent using low 

Actionable Alerts
Set sensor reading thresholds, configure alert 

settings, and be alerted via text and email in 

real time.real time.

Ranch Ready
Industrial-grade sensors operate in extreme 

conditions over long ranges up to a mile. 

Coverage is easily extended using LoRaWAN 

gateways.

Security & Privacy
Ensure the highest standards of compliance 

and data protection through end-to-end 

embedded AES encryption.

Gate Monitoring Alert
Field.2C - Gate Open
Please check.
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Press for more

 

Scan the QR code and add device to your portal.
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Commercial Agriculture IoT Sensors

― Soil + Environmental Monitoring
― Livestock Tracking
― Gate/Fence Monitoring
― Tank/Bin Level Monitoring
― Rodent Control
― Facility Monitoring

Agriculture is at the heart of the modern world, and IoT is bringing innovation to this age-old 
industry. Our remote monitoring bundles enable remote monitoring of crops, livestock, and 
facilities by combining efficient wireless sensors with industry-leading software, real-time 
reporting, and instant text message alerts. All designed for compliance with FDA, FNS, and 
CDC, and state and local 
regulations.

withSmart 
Farms.

Commercial Agriculture IoT Sensors



www.dweb.netinfo@dweb.net(210) 580-4432@DWebTechSA

Decentralizing
the Internet 
of Things.

In 2020, a group of U.S. Navy veterans 

created a tech company to implement 

their vision of a decentralized internet 

controlled by the people, not large 

corporations… D-Web Technologies. 

We are committed to achieving this vision of an internet 

for all, by implementing economically viable and scalable 

network infrastructure that facilitate connections between 

devices over peer-to-peer (P2P) networks. And we are actively 

building out these LoRaWAN meshes in startup cities such as San 

Antonio, for local businesses and organizations to utilize. 

Additionally, D-Web Technologies is a reseller of smart device solutions, compatible with this LoRaWAN mesh. And any of the 

D-Web Devices can transmit data from anywhere in the city completely wirelessly, while the low energy signal enables these 

devices to run for years without needing a battery change.  

D-Web Devices have applications in retail, agriculture, healthcare, hospitality, education, and facility management. Our online 

sensor shop lists an extensive range of sensors for all industries and business solutions, from temperature monitors to panic 

buttons - we can install sensors to provide you with proactive maintenance, avoiding costly damage, or empower you with 

the technology to monitor your systems remotely from wherever you are. To view the entire range, go to dweb.net/shop or 

send us a message so we will customize a sensor bundle to meet your business needs.

Our Story


